ENJOY ROOFTOP SEASON ALL YEAR LONG AT THESE 7 HAUTE SPOTS

Rooftop season doesn’t have to end just because the temperatures are dropping.

BY ASHLEY FERN

ALTHOUGH IT'S HARD TO BELIEVE THAT THE COLDER MONTHS HAVE finally arrived, New Yorkers are not ready to give up their rooftop vibes just yet. Despite the impending weather, city dwellers can still enjoy rooftop views during all four seasons at these seven rooftops.

WINTER ROOM AT THE ROOF

This winter, head up to the top of the Viceroy Central Park to visit its seasonal pop-up: Winter Room at The Roof. This wintry lodge up in the sky is not the only sight you’ll be taking in. That soon-to-be snowy Central Park view brings the Winter Room to a whole other level of seasonal greatness. Think white, snowy branches climbing along all corners of the room, large seasonal floral arrangements, lounge areas outfitted with fuzzy blankets and comfy pillows. You’ll see lots of white and sparkly eye-popping moments evocative of a classic New York winter. The pop-up menu brings some deliciously warm cocktails to the mix as well as a selection winter lodge-like dishes, like hot fondue and Belvedere-spiked hot chocolate.
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MR. PURPLE AT HOTEL INDIGO LOWER EAST SIDE

You can always feel the good vibes coming from the buzzy LES hot spot Mr. Purple at Hotel Indigo Lower East Side. The space features both indoor and outdoor areas, making it the perfect option for all-year-round rooftop entertainment. Using Downtown New York as a backdrop, the interior space is complemented by two terraces. Mr. Purple offers a rotating selection of modern and classic cocktails, universal wine offerings, small-batch spirits and regionally brewed craft beers. Signature sips include refined twists on classic cocktails like the GG Manhattan and Old Fashioned, in addition to craft cocktails carbonated and bottled in-house.